
HIST201 – HST115 - Constitution Homework Assignment  
 

Remember: this is NOT group work!  You must complete this assignment on your own.  If I even suspect that 
you have worked with a partner, all who are involved will receive ZEROES on this assignment. Also, do not 
plagiarize!  Your answers MUST be in your own words or you will receive a ZERO.  Please take advantage of this 
opportunity to earn some easy quiz points.  
    
This assignment will be worth 10 possible homework/quiz points. (FYI: 5 quiz points are equal to a 1 
point increase of your final average.)  
 
Please email me your answers by the date set in the “news” section of the website.  If you are a Nichols 
student, please use jesse.limanek@nichols.edu; if you attend QCC, please use jlimanek@qcc.mass.edu. 
 Your answers must either be a .doc or a .docx file.  I do not have the MAC and haven’t been able to find a 
conversion plugin; so, needless to say, I can’t open Mac-based files.  If you are unsure of how or unable to 
convert your file to either a .doc or a .docx file, simply paste your answers into your email as plain text 
and send it to me.  Thanks and good luck!    
 
Thanks and good luck!    
 
Part A. You are to each of the following define and give three examples of the following: 

1. Separation of Powers 
2. Checks and Balances  
3. Federalism  (Define only)  
4. Federal Powers contained within Constitution  
5. Restrictions on State Power contained within the Constitution 
6. Concurrent Powers either from within the Constitution or established through Common Law 
7. Powers denied to Congress contained within the Constitution 
8. Powers “Reserved” by states within the Constitution 
9. Powers denied to both within the Constitution 

 
Part B. 

10. Explain how the Constitution is amended  
11. List three of what you feel are the most important rights within The Bill of Rights  
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